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Abstract: Airborne transmission of SARS-CoV-2 mostly occurs indoors, and effective mitigation
strategies for specific building types are needed. Most guidance provided during the pandemic
focused on general strategies that may not be applicable for all buildings. A systematic evaluation of
infection risk mitigation strategies for different public and commercial buildings would facilitate their
reopening process as well as post-pandemic operation. This study evaluates engineering mitigation
strategies for five selected US Department of Energy prototype commercial buildings (i.e., Medium
Office, Large Office, Small Hotel, Stand-Alone Retail, and Secondary School). The evaluation applied
the multizone airflow and contaminant simulation software, CONTAM, with a newly developed
CONTAM-quanta approach for infection risk assessment. The zone-to-zone quanta transmission and
quanta fate were analyzed. The effectiveness of mechanical ventilation, and in-duct and in-room air
treatment mitigation strategies were evaluated and compared. The efficacy of mitigation strategies
was evaluated for full, 75%, 50% and 25% of design occupancy of these buildings under no-mask and
mask-wearing conditions. Results suggested that for small spaces, in-duct air treatment would be
insufficient for mitigating infection risks and additional in-room treatment devices would be needed.
To avoid assessing mitigation strategies by simulating every building configuration, correlations
of individual infection risk as a function of building mitigation parameters were developed upon
extensive parametric studies.

Keywords: multizone; SARS-CoV-2; quanta; airborne transmission

1. Introduction

The COVID-19 pandemic has highlighted the importance of airborne respiratory infec-
tion control in indoor environments [1]. Insufficient ventilation and improper operations in
crowded public buildings often lead to outbreaks and superspreading events, which raised
significant concerns about occupants’ indoor exposure. Shutdowns were implemented for
public shared places in many countries, and individuals around the world were forced
to “stay at home”. Vaccines are more available, and many countries are under substantial
socio-economic pressures, which leads to a return to pre-pandemic life and reopening
more public spaces. Recently, many countries have passed the peak of the wave of the
new SARS-CoV-2 variants [2], which promotes the easing of restrictions and the turning
of policies to the long-term management of COVID-19. In the US, many states have lifted
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capacity restrictions on indoor activities, including for restaurants, schools, and offices [3].
Meanwhile, large indoor gatherings have begun to be permitted. Capacity limits in Canada
have also been lifted in all indoor public settings [4]. Similar actions and policies were also
implemented in England and European countries [5]. The reopening of public spaces while
at the same time reducing risk of transmission poses challenges [6]. Engineering mitigation
strategies could serve as an efficient way of reducing the airborne transmission of pathogens
of viruses such as SARS-CoV-2, measles, tuberculosis, chickenpox, influenza, etc., in public
spaces [7]. The virus-laden aerosols in the air could be diluted via outdoor air, trapped
by filters, or disinfected by germicidal ultraviolet light (GUV). Attention should thus be
paid to understand how much outdoor ventilation air is sufficient to control airborne
disease transmission in different types of buildings, what air treatment options should be
implemented, and how to control infection risks with adequate measures, especially in the
current post-pandemic era.

Risk assessment is an effective way of identifying the effectiveness of ventilation
strategies on controlling the infection risks. Since the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic,
extensive efforts have been made to quantify the risk of SARS-CoV-2 transmission. The air-
borne quanta emission rate was evaluated for different conditions of viral load, respiratory,
and activity levels [8], providing valuable input information of the classic Wells-Riley risk
assessment models [9]. Indicators of infection risk were proposed to control the airborne
transmission of disease indoors [10]. Dai and Zhao [11] evaluated the influence of air
change rate on infection risks of a bus, classroom, aircraft cabin, and office. Shen et al. [12]
investigated the effectiveness of different mitigation strategies in indoor areas such as long-
term care facilities, schools, meat plants, buses, taxis, etc. Additionally, risks of SARS-CoV-2
infection were evaluated in classrooms under different speaking, class duration, and voice
modulation scenarios [13]. A simulation study was conducted to compare the risk reduction
effectiveness of long-range airborne exposure of SARS-CoV-2 between displacement and
mixed-mode ventilation in a small office [14,15]. Based on the assumption that aerosols are
uniformly distributed in the room, these studies considered the changes in ventilation rate,
exposure time, quanta generation rate, and volume for different indoor environments; their
evaluations, however, only focus on single-zone scenarios without considering buildings
with multiple floors and rooms where zone-to-zone transmission could happen.

Mitigation strategies that have been proposed for buildings include ventilation, filtra-
tion, GUV, and personal protective equipment. Many studies have focused on health-care
facilities [16] and/or single-zone building situations, whereas relevant investigations for
multizone commercial buildings are limited [17–20]. ASHRAE and REHVA have issued
their guidelines in the COVID-19 pandemic context [21,22]. General recommendations have
been made for heating, ventilating, and air-conditioning (HVAC) operations, outdoor air
settings, and filters [23]. However, these recommendations may not provide performance-
based information to inform mitigation strategies in a specific building type. The most
effective mitigation strategy may vary significantly for different types of buildings, config-
urations, occupancy schedules, HVAC systems, and operation settings. Multizone aerosol
transmission patterns should be considered when proposing detailed mitigation strategies
for a specific type of building and/or specific zones in a building, especially during the
reopening stage of commercial buildings.

Multizone building simulations enable a deeper insight into aerosol transmission
potential in real buildings, and the influence of different mitigation strategies could be
considered systematically within a whole building context. In addition to considering
the building leakage, multizone simulations would also enable the evaluation of average
and transient contaminant concentrations during occupants’ exposure, and therefore help
evaluate dynamic infection risks. Multizone evaluations of airflow and contaminant
dispersion were proposed as early as the 1980s [24,25]. Based on the concept of an airflow
network, a building is comprised of an assembly of interconnected flow elements in a
comprehensive process of mass transport both inside and outside of a building and thus
driving the dispersal of contaminants throughout the building. In 2004, this theory was used
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to analyze the virus-laden aerosol transmission between floors through door and window
leakages of a SARS outbreak in Hong Kong [26]. Later in 2013, a multizone contaminant
transport simulation was performed in a hospital building to evaluate existing air-cleaning
strategies; the importance of the building leakage and actual building operations was
highlighted [19].

The objective of this study was to investigate how engineering mitigation strategies,
layered with wearing masks, impact potential long-range SARS-CoV-2 aerosol transmission
risks in typical commercial buildings. The multizone airflow and contaminant simulation
software, CONTAM, developed by the US National Institute of Standards and Technology,
was used for the modeling and analysis [27–29]. Aerosol dispersion was simulated, and
infection transmission risk was assessed for five prototype commercial buildings (Medium
Office, Large Office, Stand Alone Retail, Small Hotel, and Secondary School). These
building models were developed with detailed building plans, typical HVAC schedules,
and reasonable maximum occupancy for each room [30]. This study applied a novel
approach—CONTAM-quanta [31] to assess the multizone SARS-CoV-2 infection risks
based on the Wells–Riley model [9,32] for estimating infection risks. A correlation was
developed based on multiple CONTAM whole-building simulations of the DOE prototype
buildings to better understand the fundamental factors governing the relation between the
airborne transmission of SARS-CoV-2 risk and mitigation measures in multizone buildings.

2. Methodologies
2.1. The CONTAM-Quanta Approach for Evaluating Infection Risks

In this study, the concentration of SARS-CoV-2 aerosol was modeled in the CONTAM
program as “quanta”, where the “quanta” is defined as a contaminant species. This
approach combines the CONTAM multizonal modeling program with the classic Wells-
Riley model for infection risks predictions [32]. This modeling method is detailed in
our previous study [31] using a large office scenario, and named the CONTAM-quanta
approach. The concept of “quanta” and Wells–Riley model will be introduced later in
this section. The quanta concentration in different zones can be calculated, evaluating
the combined effects of quanta generation and removal within the zone. The acceptable
infection risk was determined using the contagious potential defined as C/I, which is
the ratio of new infection cases C to the number of infectors I. An outbreak within the
building could happen when C/I exceeds unity [9]. Thus, to avoid the possibility of
community spreading in a building when I = 1, C/I < 1; in our study we assume one
infector, and thus we require C < 1. The corresponding acceptable infection risk level is
therefore P = C/S < 1/S, where S is the number of susceptible people.

The CONTAM models used in this study adopted the occupancy and outdoor air
ventilation requirements that are employed in the corresponding EnergyPlus models of five
DOE commercial prototype buildings [30]. Details of the methodology used in this study
have been described in detail in a previous paper [28]. Mitigation strategies in multizone
spaces are illustrated in Figure 1. Briefly using CONTAM, the occupant infection risk is
determined by integrating the quanta concentration that the occupants are exposed to
during their exposure period, which is expressed as:

E =
∫ t2

t1

Ci(t)dt (1)

The material balance of the quanta concentration is presented in Equation (2):

V dCi
dt = (1−Mexh)G(t) + (1− ηMERV)(1− ηUVduct)QrecCrec(t) +

n
∑

j=1
Qinf, jCj(t)−(

Qr + Qlx + ηacQac + QUVr +
s
∑

k=1
Qdep, k + Qdec +

n
∑

j=1
Qexf, j

)
Ci(t)

(2)
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the Wells–Riley equation and has been widely used to evaluate airborne infection risks of 
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Figure 1. Mitigation strategies in multizone spaces for preventing airborne quanta transmission.

The infiltration via the air leakage in CONTAM was calculated based on weather
conditions and system induced pressures, using a power-law relationship:

Qinf,j =
CDAL

1000

√
2
ρ
(∆Pr)

0.5−n∆Pn
j,i (3)

E is the occupant exposure to contaminant Ci. In this application of CONTAM, Ci
is the quanta concentration (quanta/m3); t is the exposure time; Crec is in the quanta
concentration in the recirculation air (quanta/m3); G is the quanta generation rate from
the infector (quanta/h); Mexh is the outward protection effectiveness for masks; Qrec, Qr,
Qlx, Qac, QUVr, Qdep, Qdec, Qinf,j, and Qexf,j are volumetric flow rates (m3/s) for different
airflow or contaminant removal processes (supply, return, local exhaust, air cleaner, in-room
GUV, deposition, decay or deactivation of the virus infectivity, infiltration for zone j, and
exfiltration for zone j); ηMERV is the efficiency of the MERV filters; ηUVduct is the efficiency
of the in-duct GUV; ηac is the efficiency of the air- cleaner filters; CD is the flow discharge
coefficient; AL is the effective air leakage area; ∆Pr is the reference pressure difference [Pa];
∆Pj,i is the pressure difference between zone j and zone i [Pa]; and n is the flow exponent.
The outdoor quanta concentration was assumed to be zero. Finally, the CONTAM simulates
transient conditions as E/∆t, and the ∆t is the output timestep as defined by users.

The concept of a quantum of infection was proposed in 1955 by Wells [32] to determine
the number of infectious particles required to infect people, and later in 1978, Riley et al. [9]
estimated infectious dose of airborne pathogens using the number of quanta, which would
help evaluate the probability of infection (Equation (4)). This is known as the Wells–
Riley equation and has been widely used to evaluate airborne infection risks of indoor
spaces [11,33].

P =
C
S
= 1− e−n (4)
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P is the probability of infection (or infection risk), C is the number of infection cases, S
is the number of susceptible people, and n is the number of quanta inhaled by susceptible
people. The inhaled quanta “n” can be expressed as follows:

n = CavgB(1−Minh × Fm)D (5)

Cavg is the average quanta concentration (quanta/m3), B is the breathing rate of
occupants (m3/s), Minh is the mask efficiency for inhalation, Fm is the fraction of occupants
wearing masks, and D is the occupant exposure duration.

In this study, we assumed that only one infector caused the transmission, and the
infector is removed from the pool of susceptible occupants. The engineering mitigation
strategies recommended in this study were all based on this assumption. Only airborne
transmissions occur in the evaluated scenarios and infectious particles randomly distributed
in the room. At the start of the day, the initial quanta concentration is zero. The fates of
airborne quanta include exiting the building (via HVAC ventilation and the air leakage),
filtration (via filters such as MERV, HEPA, etc.), deposition, deactivation by natural decay
or GUV, and remaining airborne.

2.2. Equivalent Air Change Rate

For each investigated strategy, the corresponding total equivalent air change rate
(Qe) was calculated, which is a sum of the air change rates (units are 1/h) from outdoor
air ventilation, recirculated ventilation air that passes through MERV filters, portable air
cleaners, and inactivation by GUV lights, as well as quanta deposition and deactivation of
the airborne virus. This can be expressed as:

Qe = QOA + QMERV + QPAC + QGUV + Qdeposition + Qdeactivation (6)

where:

QOA = outdoor air ventilation rate in [m3/h] divided by the room volume [m3];
QMERV = recirculated ventilation airflow rate (m3/h) ×MERV efficiency/Volume (m3);
QPAC = CADR(m3/h)/Volume (m3);
QGUVr = airflow rate passing by the in-duct GUV light (m3/h)/Volume (m3), or clean air deliv-
ery rate provided by the upper-room germicidal lamp system CADRUV(m3/h)/Volume (m3);
Qdeposition = Quanta deposition rate (1/h);
Qdeactivationdec = Viral deactivation rate (1/h).

2.3. DOE Prototype Commercial Building Models

The floor layouts of CONTAM models of each DOE prototype building are illustrated
in Figure 2. The medium office is a three-story, 1661 m2 footprint building with four
perimeter zones and one core zone on each floor, except the basement. The large office
building is 12 floors (3563 m2 footprint), also with four perimeter zones and one core zone
on each floor. In the medium and large office, a single large leakage path was modeled,
representing the half-height office partitions (fifty percent of the total wall area). The
stand-alone retail is a single-floor building with a 2294 m2 footprint and five zones: core
retail, backspace, point of sale, front retail, and restroom. The small hotel is a four-story
building (1003 m2 footprint) with 19 zones on the first floor and 16 zones on upper floors.
The secondary school is a two-story “E”-shaped building (19,592 m2 footprint), with 25
zones on the first floor and 21 zones on the second floor. More detailed descriptions of
the buildings can be found in official DOE reports [27]. More information for investigated
zones is in Table 1.
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termined focusing on the most at-risk occupants, namely, the employees who spend more 
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ical Meteorological Year version 3 (TMY3) weather (Figure 3). It should be noted that 
weather conditions would not influence system operations such as the outdoor air supply 
in the current models developed by National Institute of Standard and Technology 
(NIST). In addition, for the baseline cases in this study, a one-week simulation was per-
formed as comparison for five weekdays in Chicago in December (18 December–22 De-
cember).  

Figure 2. DOE prototype models in CONTAM: (a) Medium Office, (b) Large Office, (c) Stand-Alone
Retail, (d) Secondary School, and (e) Small Hotel.

The occupancy and ventilation settings in the CONTAM models were employed
from the EnergyPlus DOE prototype models [28]. Occupants’ exposure duration was
determined focusing on the most at-risk occupants, namely, the employees who spend
more time in the buildings. Simulations were performed for December 21st with Chicago
Typical Meteorological Year version 3 (TMY3) weather (Figure 3). It should be noted that
weather conditions would not influence system operations such as the outdoor air supply
in the current models developed by National Institute of Standard and Technology (NIST).
In addition, for the baseline cases in this study, a one-week simulation was performed as
comparison for five weekdays in Chicago in December (18 December–22 December).
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Table 1. Infectious Zone Characteristics for Simulated Prototype Buildings.

Building Type Area
(m2)

Volume
(m3)

HVAC System
Type

Supply
Airflow
Rates
(m3/s)

OA Ratio
(%)

Baseline Air
Change Rate

(1/h)
Maximum
Occupancy

Duration of
Exposure
Modeled

Medium Office
(Core Zone) 822 2255 variable air

volume (VAV) 2.95 14.4 0.68 53 8:00–17:00 (9 h)
Large Office
(Core Zone) 2324 6376 variable air

volume (VAV) 8.25 14 0.65 134 8:00–17:00 (9 h)

Stand-Alone
Retail

(Core Retail)
1632 9955

constant-volume
single-zone

system
5.67 33.3 0.68 258

Infector (Staff):
8:00–22:00

Susceptible
(Customer):
8:00–16:00

Susceptible

Small Hotel
(Front Lounge) 163 546

packaged
terminal air
conditioner

(PTAC)

0.74 32.1 1.57 53

Infector (Staff):
5:00–20:00

Susceptible
(Guest):

12:00–13:00 (1 h)

Small Hotel
(Meeting Room) 80 269

packaged
terminal air
conditioner

(PTAC)

0.34 37 1.68 43

Infector:
13:00–15:00
Susceptible:

13:00–15:00 (2 h)
Secondary

School
(Classroom)

485 1940 variable air
volume (VAV) 1.27 73 1.72 180 8:00–15:00 (7 h)

Secondary
School

(Corner
Classroom)

100 401 variable air
volume (VAV) 0.26 73 1.70 37 8:00–15:00 (7 h)

Secondary
School

(Auditorium)
1967 7866 constant air

volume (CAV) 4.10 70 1.31 1596 15:00–19:00 (4 h)

Secondary
School
(Café)

609 2439 constant air
volume (CAV) 2.95 70 3.05 67 9:00–14:00 (5 h)
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Figure 3. Outdoor atmospheric parameters for CONTAM simulations (Chicago, 21 December). Ta is
the air temperature.

2.4. Baseline Case of Airborne Risk Mitigation Strategies

The baseline model case consisted of a baseline outdoor air setting and a MERV8
filter in the air-handling system. No additional air-cleaning devices were applied. One
infector was assumed to stay in the investigated zone (list in Table 1) during the entire
exposure time.

The mitigation strategies are presented in Figure 4. Four different outdoor air (OA)
levels were simulated: Baseline OA, 1.3× Baseline OA, 2× Baseline OA, and 100% OA.
Three levels of MERV filters were chosen: MERV8, MERV11, and MERV13. The use of
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PACs with clean air delivery rates at 0.46 m3/s, 1 m3/s, 1.45 m3/s, and 17 m3/s and GUV
light in-room and in-duct were investigated. Additional detailed information is listed in
Table 2.
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Table 2. SARS-CoV-2 Quanta-Related Modeling Parameters.

Input Parameters Reference

Initial concentration 0 quanta/m3 -

Generation rate 65 quanta/h [8,34]

Quanta removal

Surface deposition rate 0.3 h−1 [35]
Quanta deactivation rate 0.63 h−1 [36]

UVGI (in-room) Qe 4 h−1 [37]
Default quanta particle size 1–3 µm [38]
MERV8 removal efficiency 20% [39]

MERV11 removal efficiency 65% [39]
MERV13 removal efficiency 85% [39]

HEPA removal efficiency 99% [40]
UVGI (in-duct) removal efficiency 87% [41]

PAC1 0.46 m3/s
PAC2 1 m3/s
PAC3 1.45 m3/s
PAC4 17 m3/s From manufacturer

Mask wearing
Mask wearing percentage 0/100% -

Outward protection effectiveness 50% [42]
Inward protection effectiveness 30% [42]

Breathing rate 0.72 m3/h [43]

3. Simulation Results
3.1. Zone-to Zone-Transmission

Figures 5–9 illustrate the quanta concentrations in the different zones in the simulated
DOE prototype buildings. The zone that contains the index person has the highest infection
risk, far higher than the risk in other connected zones. It suggests that while quanta
could transfer from the source zone to other zones, the risk that adjacent zones suffer is
significantly lower.
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In the office buildings, the restroom was the zone with the second-highest infection 
risk. This is because a return grille was designed on the restroom wall, connecting the 
restroom and the rest of the whole floor. All air-conditioned areas were pressurized (Core 
and Perimeter Zones). An exhaust fan was operating in the restroom, leading to the neg-
ative pressure inside it. Thus, more quanta could transmit to the restroom via air leakage 
sites and the return grille.  

Air leakage may not be the only route for zone-to-zone transmission. In Figure 5 and 
Figure 6, neighboring zones in the office buildings tend to be more vulnerable than for the 
other types of buildings. This is explained by the different designs in the HVAC systems. 
A central ventilation system (variable-air-volume, VAV) was used in the Medium Office, 
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Figure 9. Secondary School (a) top-view diagram of the Secondary School 1st floor and (b) quanta
concentration as a function of time during a workday with the infector in the core zone on the first
floor. Small icons in each room were contaminant generation source, deposition/deactivation items,
and the supply/return of HVAC systems.

In the office buildings, the restroom was the zone with the second-highest infection
risk. This is because a return grille was designed on the restroom wall, connecting the
restroom and the rest of the whole floor. All air-conditioned areas were pressurized (Core
and Perimeter Zones). An exhaust fan was operating in the restroom, leading to the
negative pressure inside it. Thus, more quanta could transmit to the restroom via air
leakage sites and the return grille.

Air leakage may not be the only route for zone-to-zone transmission. In Figures 5 and 6,
neighboring zones in the office buildings tend to be more vulnerable than for the other types
of buildings. This is explained by the different designs in the HVAC systems. A central
ventilation system (variable-air-volume, VAV) was used in the Medium Office, Large Office,
and Secondary School, while the Retail and Small Hotel meeting room used a constant-
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volume single-zone system and a packaged terminal air conditioner, respectively. The
central air-handling system for the Medium Office is illustrated in Figure 5. Contaminated
air in the source zone could re-enter zones through the ducts of the air-handling unit.
Though a VAV system was also used in the Secondary School, its risk of zone-to-zone
transmission was low, since high outdoor air rates were applied achieving 73% of the total
air supplied.

In summary, zone-to-zone transmission happened via the air leakage and the HVAC
ducts connecting zones. A dramatic ratio increase of OA would effectively limit the zonal
transmissions in buildings with central ventilation systems.

3.2. Fate of Airborne Quanta

The impact of system-level mitigation strategies on quanta fates was investigated in
this study. Figure 10 shows results for the Medium Office (Baseline case) and Figure 11 is
a summary of the fates in different buildings using duct-treatment mitigation strategies.
For buildings in which infection risks in multiple zones were investigated (Small Hotel
and Secondary School), only one zone was selected to report respectively (meeting room
and classroom). Four airborne quanta fates were assessed (exhausted, filtered, deposited,
and deactivated) and compared with the quanta that remained airborne. Exhausted sums
the number of quanta that exited the building via air leakage sites and HVAC systems.
Filtered added up quanta trapped by filtration (e.g., MERV filters or PACs). Deposited and
deactivated includes quanta removed by deposition on to surfaces and the natural decay of
airborne virus.
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core zone of all buildings, except for small hotel and school, where they were in the meeting room
and classroom, respectively. Susceptible duration information is indicated in the column labels (also
see Table 1).

The percentage of airborne quanta in the building decreased with exposure duration
while the percentage that was filtered or exited the building through exhaust air gradually
increased as the duration extended (Figure 10). The longer the exposure, the larger the role
that the ventilation system plays in eliminating quanta. For example, during the first hour
of exposure, 15% of airborne quanta were captured by the filter of the ventilation system;
this number increased to over 30% after eight hours. In addition, settling and deactivation
were important removal mechanisms.

The Small Hotel—Meeting Room scenario has the highest percentage of airborne
quanta among the five buildings (Figure 11); for the baseline case, 20.7% of the generated
quanta remained, while for other baseline cases, it was less than 10%. Even with the 100%
outdoor air supply scenario, there was still 12.4% of the airborne quanta remaining in the
room. This is due to the exposure time (2 h) being shorter than other scenarios. During
the meeting, to reduce the infection risk, in addition to outdoor air flushing and MERV
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filtration, room-treatment strategies should be considered, such as PACs and in-room
UV light.

For a designated building scenario, the larger the sum of exfiltrated and filtered
components, the more prominent role that the duct-treatment strategies play. For example,
this sum reached 48.3% for the baseline scenario for the Medium Office case. When
the MERV filter was upgraded from MERV8 to MERV13, this sum was 74.3%, like that
of the 100% OA strategy (76.9%). The BL + MERV13 combination was better than the
2× BL + MERV11. Similar phenomena were also found in other building types. As a
result, a proper match of outdoor air percentage and MERV filters can effectively improve
mitigation effectiveness and nearly approach the performance of 100% outdoor air.

3.3. Risk Assessment for Baseline Cases

The individual infection risk for baseline cases is illustrated in Figure 12. The Sec-
ondary School (Corner Classroom) and Small Hotel (Meeting Room) had the highest mean
infection risks (17.3% and 8.4%) during the five-day simulation period. Compared with
other zones, these two areas have smaller volumes (269 m3 and 401 m3); thus, quanta
concentrations in these two zones were higher, and therefore their corresponding infection
risks were also high (see Equation (1)–(3)). A confined space tends to have a higher quanta
concentration, which is consistent with findings from previous studies [44,45]. Despite
similar baseline supply rates for OA, individual infection risks for the Corner Classroom
were about twice as high compared to the Meeting Room. The Corner Classroom had
longer exposure (7 h), while occupants stayed in the Meeting Room for only two hours. For
confined spaces with longer exposures, infection risks should be addressed with additional
mitigation measures, even if the outdoor air ventilation rates are high, such as in the Corner
Classroom in the Secondary School.
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3.4. The Effectiveness of Risk Mitigation Strategies

To mitigate infection risks in these buildings, a variety of air-cleaning strategies were
tested. Results for the Small Hotel’s Front Lounge and Meeting Room are in Figure 13. For
the Front Lounge, most of the mitigation strategies effectively reduced risks below the con-
tagious potential C/I = 1 line (Figure 13a), except for the baseline case and 1.3BL + MERV8.
By contrast, more mitigation efforts were required for the Meeting Room. As previously
mentioned, even the 100% outdoor air was not sufficient. Thus, strategies in the Meeting
Room should be supplemented with in-room mitigation. For example, using a portable
air-cleaner reduced risks to an acceptable level (Figure 13b).
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Figure 13. Individual Infection risks for Small Hotel: (a) Front Lounge—1 h exposure, and (b) Meet-
ing Room—2 h exposure. C/I is the contagious potential. The spread could happen when C/I
exceeds unity.

Upgrading MERV filters benefit risk mitigations. For the baseline Hotel case, the
upgrade from MERV8 to MERV11 led to a 0.7% decrease for the Front Lounge and a 2%
decrease in risks for the Meeting Room. The switch from MERV11 to MERV13 contributed to
further risk reductions of 0.2% and 0.6%, respectively. This indicates there are diminishing
returns for upgrading MERV filters. An enhanced air filtration strategy has been widely
suggested during the COVID-19 pandemic; specifically, MERV13 was recommended as the
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minimum [21]. However, there is a trade-off between improved air-cleaning performance
with filter upgrades and added costs and potential operational difficulties in retrofitting
existing HVAC systems.

For all evaluated mitigation strategies, individual infection risks for 100% mask-
wearing occupants were also calculated and are shown in Figure 13 using dark colors.
In the Meeting Room, except for the baseline case and 1.3× BL + MERV8, risks for all
evaluated cases were mitigated to acceptable levels with masks (C/I = 1). This means
that the use of masks could permit a two-hour meeting in a meeting room with basic
ventilation settings.

For all evaluated mitigation strategies, the relative reduction to their baseline risk
levels was calculated (Figure 14) to compare the effectiveness across strategies. The relative
reduction to baseline was calculated as (Pbaseline − Pstrategy)/Pbaseline. For duct-treatment
strategies, the maximum “relative reduction to baseline” was reached with 100% OA. For
the Medium Office, Large Office, Stand-Alone Retail, and Small Hotel, duct air-cleaning
devices, such as upgraded MERV filters and in-duct UV lamps, achieved 30% to 40%
relative reduction to baseline. For the Secondary School, it was in the range of 0% to 20%.
Upgrading MERV filters and using in-duct UV should be a high priority in Large Office
and Stand-Alone Retail spaces. Note that since high baseline OA rates were designed for
the Secondary School, the duct-treatment equipment would be relatively less effective in
this application because they only treat return air, and OA supply air is quanta free.
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Figure 14. Estimated mitigation strategy risk reduction relative to the baseline case
((Pbaseline − Pstrategy)/Pbaseline): (a) Medium Office—Core zone, (b) Large Office—Core zone,
(c) Stand Alone Retail—Core Retail, (d) Small Hotel—Front Lounge, (e) Small Hotel—Meeting
Room, (f) Secondary School—Classroom, (g) Secondary School—Corner Classroom, (h) Secondary
School—Auditorium, (i) Secondary School—café.

For room-treatment mitigations, the PACs performed well in the Small Hotel and
Secondary School. The Hotel’s front lounge and meeting room were small spaces, resulting
in high quanta levels. Moreover, for the zones in the Secondary School, high-design OA
supply limited the increasing potential of in-duct air cleaning mitigation performance (see
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Figure 11); thus, PACs worked well for supplying extra clean air to these spaces. Notably,
in-room UV was very effective at mitigation for all cases; the “relative reduction to baseline”
achieved 50% to 70%.

3.5. Association of Infective Risks with Equivalent Air Change Rate Qe

Exposure duration (h), room volume (V), and mitigation strategies determined indi-
vidual infection risks, where the equivalent air change rate (Qe) represents the summation
of mitigation strategies layered together. The Qe is the overall quanta removal ability of
the mitigation measures. The association between h, V, Qe, and infection risk is presented
in Figure 15a; different mask-wearing situations (50%, 80%, and 100% wearing) were also
explored. In the 50% and 80% mask-wearing situations, the infector was assumed to not
wear a mask. The association was derived using the multizone modeling results for all
building types in this study. Results indicated that 100% mask-wearing would lead to a sig-
nificant reduction. With the help of Figure 15a, the required Qe needed to meet a preferred
risk can be determined. For example, for a 100-m3 office with five occupants, an acceptable
risk level P = 1/5 = 20% and the D/(Qe×V) with no masking is 0.005 h2/m3. Thus, for an
eight-hour exposure in this office, the required Qe is 8/(0.005 × 100) = 16 h−1. For a 500 m3

classroom with 25 students, an acceptable risk level P = 1/25 = 4% and the D/(Qe×V)
with no masks is 0.001 h2/m3. Then for one-hour stay in the classroom, the required Qe is
2 h−1 and it increases to 10 h−1 for five-hour exposures (with 100% masking, the mitigation
strategies would need to provide 5/(0.0028 × 500) = 3.6 h−1). Note that these mitigations
are for reducing long-range transmission risk, but mask wearing helps with both long-
and short-range transmission. As seen in Figure 15b, the multizone CONTAM simulation
results predict P is lower for a given D/(Qe×V) compared to the single-zone Wells–Riley
calculations, since some generated quanta exits to neighbor zones via air leakage sites and
the HVAC systems.
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For additional scenarios with different quanta generation levels, the relationships were
plotted in Figure 16. This chart provides a quick check for individual infection risks in a
room with known mitigation strategies. With known quanta generation rate, Qe of the
ventilation system plus any mitigation measures, room size, and exposure duration, the
infection risk can be estimated. The room design occupancy can help decide the acceptable
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risk level (see Section 2.3). Then, for a designated room, we can decide whether current
mitigation measures are sufficient for occupants’ safety and implement more controls
if needed.
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3.6. Mitigation under Different Occupancies

Minimum equivalent air change rates for different occupancies (100%, 75%, 50%,
and 25%) for contagious potential C/I = 1 were calculated for no mask-wearing and full
mask-wearing scenarios, using D/(Qe×V). Results are in Figures 17 and 18. For example,
for the baseline mitigation strategy “BL + MERV8” in the core zone of the Medium Office,
25% occupancy capacity could be allowed for no mask-wearing scenarios while 75%
occupancy could be permitted with full mask-wearing. With baseline mitigation, 25%
capacity could avoid community transmission for most no-mask wearing scenarios except
for the large capacity public spaces: Stand-Alone Retail, Classrooms, and the Auditorium.
For these spaces, full mask-wearing is suggested to be combined with 25% occupancy
capacity. Moreover, for the auditorium, this was not sufficient, and in-room UV or the
large capacity PAC (17 m3/s) must be used to satisfy the mitigation need. To return to the
pre-pandemic situation (no mask, full occupancy), office working areas should adopt 100%
OA and implement in-room air-cleaning (UV, large capacity PAC). Similar strategies are
recommended for Retail and the time spent shopping should be limited.
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(b) Large Office—Core zone, (c) Stand Alone Retail—Core Retail, (d) Small Hotel—Front Lounge,
(e) Small Hotel—Meeting Room, (f) Secondary School—Classroom, (g) Secondary School—Corner
Classroom, (h) Secondary School—Auditorium, (i) Secondary School—Cafe.
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4. Discussion

The aim of this study was to identify effective combinations of mitigation strategies
for preventing the spread of SARS-CoV-2 in public buildings. The study of layered mit-
igation strategies modeled long-range transmission of SARS-CoV-2 quanta in five DOE
prototype commercial buildings. Results showed that duct-treatment air-cleaning strategies
(upgrading MERV filter levels, use of in-duct UV) are relatively more effective in large
rooms that can accommodate hundreds of occupants. In contrast, room-treatment strategies
(adding PACs, in-room UV) are more effective in smaller spaces. For different rooms, the
priority of mitigation strategies would change depending on the room volume, occupants’
exposure time, and HVAC system designs. Results from this study can be generalized to
other airborne infections such as measles or flu.

For mitigation strategies, the air-cleaning contribution from in-duct air cleaning de-
vices (MERV, UV light) decreases as the OA ratio increases. The overall maximum duct-
mitigation performance is in 100% OA supply. An appropriate match of outdoor air and
MERV filters can achieve similar risk reduction to 100% OA supply performance. In a study
by Stabile et al., twenty-five percent outdoor air and HEPA filters were found to have the
same performance level as 100% outdoor air [12].

Thus, to achieve the optimal engineering control for mechanically ventilated buildings,
duct mitigation should be designed to achieve a performance level such as that of 100%
OA. This can be realized by adopting 100% OA or making a proper match of MERV filters
and OA supply. Then, according to the expected exposure duration, occupancy capacity,
and mask-wearing situation, efforts required for room-mitigation strategies (in-room UV,
PACs) could be assessed (see Figures 17 and 18).

Detailed strategy-design instructions have been investigated in hospitals [46]; note
that in commercial public buildings, the current ventilation standard is significantly lower
than in hospitals. Previous investigations found that increasing outdoor air supply rates
and MERV filter levels could reduce infection risks, though a “case-by-case” design was
suggested [14]. Additional room control measures and personal ventilation were proposed
as auxiliary mitigation strategies; however, specific scenarios were not clarified. According
to the results from this study, for the same mitigation strategy, the effectiveness could
vary dramatically among different types of buildings, for example, for office buildings, the
enhancement of duct treatment is more effective than schools, as office baseline OA design
rates are significantly lower. The in-depth analysis of different building types and their
mitigation measures can be further explored in future studies.

The relationship between infection risks and D/(Qe×V) (D—duration, V—room
volume and Qe equivalent air change rate) were established. This enables an estimation of
Qe in the engineering design of ventilation. With the known acceptable risk level, the value
of D/(Qe×V) could be obtained from a given relationship (Figure 15a). The Qe could then
be estimated from the given D and V of the scenario, as shown in Section 3.5. The Qe could
then help make ventilation design decisions (MERV filter level, portable air cleaner capacity,
etc.) in the room. However, each building has its own characteristics, and people should
analyze their building if they want to understand it. It should be noted that the required
Qe is calculated for the source zone, which is the room that contains the infector. For a
multizone building in daily life, the design goal could be adjusted to a more general context.
When an infector enters the building, how to make sure that there are no transmission risks
inside the building? How to make sure the systematic designs of ventilation strategies
achieve the overall mitigation goal? Limitations do exist in this study for taking a great
deal of simulation cases into consideration, these questions could be answered with more
detailed analysis in the future.

For future investigations, more real-life scenarios could be evaluated using the CONTAM-
quanta approach. For example, more infectors could be included to take the local prevalence
rate of SARS-CoV-2 into consideration. Occupancy schedules could be applied to evaluate
various ventilation demands during the day. The vaccination rate can also be considered as
the immune population is increasing over time. What is more, the stochastic effect could
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also be considered later as what has been done in the Skagit Valley Chorale super-spreading
event investigation [47]. In addition, flow patterns could be manipulated to maximally
reduce quanta concentrations in occupants’ breathing zone and promote the effectiveness
of mitigation strategies. The computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is an effective method for
predicting detailed indoor airflows, which has been developed for the CONTAM multizone
modeling [48,49]. Utilizing the CFD capabilities of CONTAM, the pros and cons of different
mechanical mitigation strategies would be better understood.

5. Conclusions

Effective layered mitigation strategies can reduce individual infection risks when
occupying indoor spaces with COVID-19 infectors. The multizone CONTAM modeling
used in this study enables a case-to-case design of mitigation approaches, and infection
risks and mitigation strategies in five different types of DOE prototype buildings were
investigated. The zone-to-zone quanta transmission and quanta fates were also reported.
Results indicate that the potential of zone-to-zone transmissions exists, though the threat is
relatively lower than that in the source zone. Both air-leakage sites and central ventilation
systems can induce quanta into neighboring zones. For quanta fates, the sum of the
amounts exfiltrated and filtered can display the air-cleaning ability of the ventilation
system. A proper match of outdoor air percentage and MERV filters can achieve a similar
performance to 100% outside air. Evaluation results also suggest that additional mitigation
efforts are needed for confined spaces with long exposure duration. For these spaces,
air-cleaning strategies cannot simply depend on duct mitigation; room-treatment strategies
(PACs, in-room UV) are also needed. For example, the portable air-cleaner (PAC at 1 m3/s)
is recommended for the Meeting Room scenario. In addition, masks can dramatically
reduce infection risks. The use of masks could permit a two-hour meeting in Meeting
Room with baseline ventilation settings. Finally, relationships between individual infection
risks and a risk-relevant factor “Exposure duration (D, h)/(Equivalent air change rate
(Qe, h−1) × Room volume (V, m3))” was obtained for a parametric estimation of risks,
which could benefit future air-cleaning design and practice in response to the reopening of
commercial buildings during an infectious airborne disease pandemic.
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Nomenclature

AL Effective air leakage area (m2)
B Breathing rate (m3/s)
C Number of infection cases
Cavg Average quanta concentration (quanta/m3)
CD Flow discharge coefficient
Ci Contaminant concentration in the infectious zone (quanta/m3)
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Cj Contaminant concentration in neighbor zones (quanta/m3)
Cs Contaminant concentration of the supply air (quanta/m3)
Crec Contaminant concentration of the recirculation air (quanta/m3)
Coa Contaminant concentration of the outdoor air (quanta/m3)
E Occupant exposure to contaminants (quanta)
Fm Percentage of mask-wearing occupants
G Generation rate of quanta from the infector (quanta/m3)
Minh Inhale removal efficiency of masks (%)
Mexh Exhale efficiency of masks (%)
n Number of inhaled quanta
Q Volumetric flow rate (m3/s)
Qe Equivalent air change rate (1/h)
QOA Outdoor air ventilation rate (1/h)
QMERV Equivalent air change rate from MERV filters (1/h)
QPAC Equivalent air change rate from portable air cleaner (1/h)
QGUV Equivalent air change rate from in-duct GUV light (1/h)
Qdeposition Quanta deposition rate (1/h)
Qdeactivation Viral deactivation rate (1/h)
Qr Volumetric flow rate of the return air (m3/s)
Qlx Volumetric flow rate of the local exhaust air (m3/s)
Qac Volumetric flow rate of the air cleaner (m3/s)
Qrec Volumetric flow rate of the recirculation air (m3/s)
QUVr Equivalent volumetric flow rate of in-room GUV devices for pathogen inactivation (m3/s)
Qdep Equivalent volumetric flow rate of aerosol deposition (m3/s)
Qdec Equivalent volumetric flow rate of viral aerosol decay/inactivation (m3/s)
Qexf Exfiltration flow rate to neighbor zones (m3/s)
Qinf,j Infiltration from zone j (m3/s)
Qexf,j Exfiltration from zone j (m3/s)
ηMERV The efficiency of MERV filters
ηUVduct The efficiency of in-duct GUV light
ηac The efficiency of portable air cleaner
S Number of susceptible individuals
t Time (s)
V Volume (m3)
∆t Exposure time (h)
∆Pr Reference pressure difference (Pa)
∆Pj,i Pressure difference between zone j and zone i (Pa)
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